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Close % Change
Year-to-Date 

(YTD)

Daily Volume 

(shares)

Daily Turnover 

(JOD)

AMMAN SE GENERAL INDEX 1,813.05 0.03% -5.02% 2,496,008 3,064,827

% Change % Change

SABA'EK INVESTMENT 5.00 JORDAN DECAPOLIS PROPERTIES (4.55)

FIRST FINANCE CORP 3.64 INTERMEDIATE PETROCHEMICHALS (4.84)

FUTURE ARAB INVESTMENT CO 3.33 NOOR CAPITAL MARKETS FOR DIV (4.96)

DAR AL DAWA DEVELOPMENT &INV 3.10 BARTER CO FOR INVESTMENT & T (5.56)

ALIA THE ROYAL JORDANIAN AIR 2.70 SPECIALIZED INVESTMENT COMPO (7.41)

RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C 446,400             ARAB POTASH/THE 402,497               

JORDAN PIPES MANUFACTURING 215,395             JORDAN PHOSPHATE MINES 288,002               

UNION INVESTMENT CORP 167,100             ARAB INVESTORS UNION CO. 261,078               

ARAB EAST INVESTMENT 135,200             RUM TOURIST TRANSPORTATION C 241,860               

CAPITAL BANK OF JORDAN 120,375             JORDAN PETROLEUM REFINERY CO 211,510               

* Source: Bloomberg
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News

* Source: Bloomberg, Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer

The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not offered

as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this publication may

be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit, distribute, disseminate,

sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the expressed written consent of Awraq

Investments.

Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or

material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals before

acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at your own

risk.

Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that

maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

NET OF NON - JORDANIAN INVESTMENT AT ASE INCREASED BY JD 153.3 MILLION IN OCTOBER
The value of shares bought by non-Jordanian investors at the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) in October 2019 was JD 173.9 million,

representing 65.8% of the overall trading value, while the value of shares sold by them amounted to JD 20.6 million. As a result,

the net of non-Jordanian investments in October 2019 showed a positive value of JD 153.3 million, whereas the net of non-

Jordanian investments showed a negative value of JD6.3 million during the same month of 2018. The value of shares bought by

non-Jordanian investors since the beginning of the year until the end of October 2019 was JD 440.2 million, representing 32.0% of

the overall trading value, while the value of shares sold by them amounted to JD 334.2 million. As a result, the net of non-

Jordanian investments showed a positive value of JD 106.1 million, whereas the net of non-Jordanian investments showed a

positive value of JD 26.9 million for the same period of 2018.

Agriculture sector reaps 63% growth in 2019 — Minister
Discussing the “milestones” that the Ministry of Agriculture has achieved in 2019, Minister of Agriculture and Minister of

Environment Ibrahim Shahahdeh said that the overall growth in the sector has reached over 63 per cent compared with last year.

In a recent interview with The Jordan Times, the minister reviewed the ministry’s new “agriculture as a national strategy”

movement, which has been targetting the protection of the local agricultural produce and livestock sectors. In October of last

year, the ministry put into effect a by-law that protects the local production of 22 different products, completely prohibitting their

import. “In October of 2018, one kilogramme of potatoes was worth JD1.5, but in May of this year, three kiolgrammes were sold

for JD1. Measuring this against 2016, when the import gates were wide open, we have saved over JD350 million,” said the

minister. Compared with 2018, the savings are estimated at JD180 million.

JIC, stakeholders sign agreement to streamline production functions
The Jordan Investment Commission (JIC) and stakeholders on Tuesday agreed to complete 50 production functions that had been

referred to the production equivalence committee within the next two weeks. The agreement was reached during a meeting held

by the JIC in the presence of representatives from the Ministry of Industry, Trade and supply, the Jordan Customs Department,

the Income and Sales Tax Department and the Aqaba Special Economic Zone Authority, according to a JIC statement. JIC Chairman

Khaled Wazani highlighted the importance of unifying all committees into one under the name of the national production

functions committee, which will be directly affiliated with the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Supply. The panel will automate all

procedures in a way that enables investors to provide production functions electronically, in order to save time and effort.

Participants in the meeting also agreed to form an ad-hoc technical committee comprising of specialists from concerned

institutions to amend all regulations and by-laws related to production functions within one week, before referring their

amendments to the Prime Ministry for endorsement. 

Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or

fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.


